In spontaneous speech, emotion information is embedded at several levels: acoustic, linguistic, gestural (non-verbal), etc. For emotion recognition in speech, there is much attention to acoustic level and some attention at the linguistic level. In this study, we identify paralinguistic markers for emotion in the language. We study two Indian languages belonging to two distinct language families. We consider Marathi from Indo-Aryan and Kannada from Dravidian family. We show that there exist large numbers of specific paralinguistic emotion markers in these languages, referred to as emotiphons. They are inter-twined with prosody and semantics. Preprocessing of speech signal with respect to emotiphons would facilitate emotion recognition in speech for Indian languages. Some of them are common between the two languages, indicating cultural influence in language usage.
Introduction
One of the important reasons for communication is the desire on the part of the members to express their emotions (Millar 1951) . Language is the effective tool to carry out this task and speech is the most efficient mode of language communication between humans. In the recent years, emotion recognition in human speech is more important because of human computer interaction as in automatic dialogue systems or robotic interactions (Cowie et al., 2001) . In interactive applications, detection of emotions such as frustration, boredom or annoyance in the speaker's voice helps to adapt the system response, making the system more effective. Speech carries a lot of information over and above the text content in the language. Speaker's voice expresses the physical and emotional state, sex, age, intelligence and personality (Kramel, 1963) . Emotion is intimately connected with cognition and many physiological indices change during emotion arousal (Lindsay and Norman, 1972) . The task of speech emotion recognition is challenging as it is not clear which speech features are effective in distinguishing a large range and shades of emotions over a range of human voices and context. How a certain emotion is expressed generally depends on the speaker, his or her culture and environment (Ayadi et al., 2011) . Therefore, integration of acoustic and linguistic information has been tried out. (Lee and Pieraccini, 2002, Schuller et al. 2004) . Spoken dialogue and written language are very different due to many paralinguistic aspects such as the emotiphons, defined and discussed in this paper.
In this study, we examine specific lexical expressions in Indian languages conveying emotion, referred to as emotiphons. This is the first attempt of its kind to list and study these lexical expressions. We consider two Indian languages, namely Marathi from Indo-Aryan family and Kannada from Dravidian family, whose people are culturally very connected. This data across languages and their acoustic correlates would throw light on the flow of information from the prosodic level to the highest cognitive level of speech processing, in general, and emotional speech processing in particular.
The following section describes the role of emotiphons in emotion recognition. Section 3 lists emotiphons in Marathi and Kannada. Section 4 mentions the observations along with discussion. Section 5 states conclusions.
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Speech and emotion Cowie and Cornelius (2003) have described issues related to speech and emotion in great details, covering the basic concepts and relevant techniques to study conceptual approaches. It is well recognized that emotion analysis in human communication is multi-faceted and varied. It is also intertwined with the culture of the language users.
Emotiphons
In this study, we identify specific lexical expressions referred to as Emotiphons, used to communicate emotions, in Indian languages. Emotiphons are essentially short lexical expressions in conversational speech conveying emotions by modifying the prosody of the utterance. Use of emotiphon keeps the body of the lexical content unaltered in a sentence, but explicitly brings out the intended emotion. Yet they are not considered as part of lexicon always; hence can be referred to as paralinguistic markers. Emotiphons are analogous to emoticons of printed text that have become so essential in email communication. In contrast to affect-bursts which are non-speech in nature (Schroder 2003) , emotiphons are phonetic in nature and blend well with the lexical phonetics and sentence structure of the language. Being short and specific, emotiphons disambiguate subtle emotions and help to convey emotions better and stronger.
Emotion recognition
In databases for emotion recognition, it is common to record the same sentence with different emotions, thus reducing the effect of lexical content on perceived emotions. This suggests that, a particular lexical content can be expressed in more than one type of emotion. In such cases, it can be seen from our data mentioned in section 3, that suitable emotiphon can be used by speakers, to effectively express the respective emotion.
Improvement in speech emotion recognition performance has been attempted by combining other information such as facial expressions or specific words along with acoustic correlates. It has been shown that searching for emotional keywords or phrases in the utterances and integrating linguistic classifier with acoustic classifier have improved emotion classification accuracy (Ayadi et al., 2011) . Computational techniques used in these approaches could be varied depending on the sophistication of the system application. The emotiphons discussed in this paper would be an additional source for emotion recognition. The presence of emotiphons heavily affects the prosody and convey emotions effectively. Some of the emotiphons are standalone and hence may be identified through a pre-processing stage, such as keyword spotting, whereas other emotiphons would have to be viewed along with prosody. Stochastic model based recognition would be required in most cases, because of the subjective variability of pronunciation.
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Emotiphons in two Indian Languages
The Indian subcontinent is a good example of a sprachbund (Emeneau, 1956) , because there are two distinct language families, Indo-Aryan and Dravidian. However, there is a lot of interaction and similarity across the languages belonging to these two families due to centuries of language and culture contact. While grouping Indian languages using machine learning techniques, based on their text, it is observed that, Marathi is the closest language to the Southern zone consisting of the languages from Dravidian family and can be grouped with Hindi, Punjabi and Gujarati. The grouping corresponds well with the geographic proximity also (Ghosh et al., 2011) .
In the following tables we give a sample list of emotiphons used in Marathi and Kannada, the languages of Maharashtra and Karnataka states respectively. We have categorized emotiphons in different groups. Phonetic representation of emotiphons is given using IPA symbols. Additional characteristics are mentioned wherever they are significant. (All the emotions mentioned in the following tables are indicative and may change from region to region where the language is spoken). Table 1 lists the emotiphons that are smallest expressions consisting a single vowel or a diphthong. They are 'stand-alone' expressions, i.e., can be used in isolation to express the respective emotions and may not need conversation mode. In all the tables, 'K' stands for Kannada & 'M' and Marathi. Tables 3a and 3b list some of the emotiphons which involve multiple-phons.
Emotiphons in Table 3a can be used in isolation as in Table 1 Table 3a -'Stand-alone' emotiphons; (Multi-phons) Table 3b lists the multi-phon emotiphons that are used only in conversational mode in contrast to 'stand-alone' expressions.
Phonetic representation
Language Pitch or other characteristic Emotion description 
Observations and discussion
It can be seen from the tables above that the number of emotions covered by emotiphons are far more than those expressed in the databases mentioned in the literature for emotion recognition. Common emotions covered by the databases are anger, fear, joy, sadness, disgust, surprise and neutral, mainly in the prosody at the acoustic level. However, emotiphons express many more shades and nuances of emotions like affection, pain, disbelief, sympathy, boredom and so on, which are all important for the semantic context.
We have classified emotiphons grossly into three categories; Vowel like, Fricative like and Multi-phons as mentioned in Table 1 , 2 and 3 respectively. Emotiphons in Table 1 , 2 and 3a are 'Stand-alone', self-expressive, conveying a specific emotion. They are exclamatory in nature. 'Stand-alone' emotiphons are unaffected by the linguistic parameters such as gender and number.
They cover large number of emotions. (All are not listed due to space limit). Emotiphons in Table 3b are used in conversation mode only.
Although we believe that many emotions would be common across all humans which is a Darvinian perspective (Hozjan and Kacic, 2003) , we feel that expression of emotion is dependent on culture and society. As seen in Table 1 and 2, many emotiphons are common across Marathi and Kannada, suggesting that people using these languages share similar cultural values, although the languages belong to two different families. We feel that emotiphons would be common across other Indian languages too. (Study of emotiphons for other Indian languages is in progress). The common emotiphons across Marathi and Kannada are of 'stand-alone' type and are independent of linguistic parameters such as gender and number. Emotiphons which depend on linguistic parameters are expected to vary across the languages and is evident from Table 3b .
Conclusions
We identified that there exist many emotion markers, referred to as emotiphons in two Indian languages, Marathi and Kannada belonging to Indo-Aryan and Dravidian language family, respectively. We find that emotiphons are short lexical expression used in conversational speech to convey many different specific emotions explicitly and effectively. Although Marathi and Kannada are from two different language families, we notice that there are many common emotiphons across the two languages. Commonality of emotiphons across the languages would lead us to understand cognitive aspects of the emotion communication as well as the linguistic evolution. Emotiphons would play a major role in identification of emotion in speech processing, adding naturalness to synthesized speech, and in design of dialogue systems.
